Managing attendance just got a whole lot simpler with the Tardy Management module in e-hallpass Premium. This powerful tool allows schools to easily track and manage tardy events, automate consequences, and gain a comprehensive overview of student tardiness trends.

benefits
• Simplify the management and tracking of student tardiness
• Gain insight into the frequency and patterns of chronic tardiness at a school and student level.
• Encourage punctuality and accountability by defining and automating tardiness consequences.
• Make data-informed decisions to address tardiness and increase attendance.
# Features

**Tardiness Monitoring**
- Track late to school (LTS) and late to class (LTC) events.

**Customizable Consequences**
- Define tiered consequence ladders separately for LTS and LTC events.
- Assign specific disciplinary actions, such as warnings, principal meetings, and detentions.
- Automate generation of detention appointments and reminders.

**Advanced Search Options**
- Easily locate tardy events with advanced search options.
- Filter search results by LTS, LTC, specific time periods, and date ranges, and generate detailed reports.

**Data Visualization & Reporting**
- Gain a single overview of school-wide tardy events or student specific details.
- Identify tardiness trends at the schoolwide and individual student level.
- Easily run reports to analyze tardy patterns, repeat offenders, and other relevant information.
- Daily consequences can be printed off so parents can be informed of disciplinary actions the school will be taking due to LTC or LTS.

---

**Simplify tardiness management with e-hallpass**

Experience the Tardy Management module in e-hallpass Premium for yourself.

Scan the QR code below or click here to schedule a no-obligation demo today.